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Religious Emphasis Week, March 5
Features Coe, Lowenthal, andPatton
By Betty Dagdigian

Faculty Accepts Two
New Mayoralty Rules

JONT «ST-Left » rigK standing: Russe„

Young>

Robm
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LH«bo.B.wl«W Seated: Peer Whiltaker, EUbnh Thomes, Muriel Mansfield, Thelma

'tench War Play
)pens Tom orro w
By John Rippey
"Antigone" will begin a three-night run in the Little Theatre at
8 o'clock tomorrow evening, with a cast of actors having widely dif-

Calendar

ferent theatrical experience . . . from one newcomer in his second
show, to a veteran of vaudeville song-and-dance.

iy, March 2
(«". Link Theatre. 8 p. m.
B.March 3

The play, written in France by Jean Anouilh as a subtle but stinging attack on the German occupation, is the second Robinson Players

By Dick Nair
Two new rules which will modify
the 1950 mayoralty campaign were
unanimously passed by the faculty
last Friday afternoon, as recommended by the Policy Committee
and the Standing Committee on
F.xtra-Currkular Activities, with its
student representatives, aiter a semester of inquiry.
The whole assembly period may
be used for campaigning on the Friday of the campaign. Also loudspeakers shall be used at no time
other than between 12:30 and 1:10
at noon and between 4 and 11 p. m.,
and on Friday between 8:35 and
9:30 a. m.
Other Recommendations
The faculty also approved a recommendation to the effect that instructors will find it to their own advantage as well as an aid to students
if they will give assignments coveting the campaign period a week or
more in advance.
It is agreed that there be no campaigning and no disturbing noises
during class hours or in classrooms
or laboratories.
The 1950 campaign will open publicly at 10 p. m. on Wednesday. May
17. and will close at 11 p. m. on Fri
day. May 19. Voting will take place
Saturday morning. May 20. and the
victor will be announced at the Ivy
Hop that evening.
Maintain Timing And Rules
The faculty agreed that until a

change becomes desirable, this timing and these rules shall also be
maintained in subsequent years.
The Student Council has other
specific rules for the conduct of the
campaign, which will be announced
in the STUDENT at a later date.

Soph Class Holds
Business Meeting

- to speak on "The production of the season. Miss Lavinia Schaeffer is the director.
X Of tllC Collrgc".
Hobbs Start In Vaudeville
when Bob would casually mention
c!i« meeting, chapel, 9:05
The old song-and-dance trouper
to her that he had a job at a ceris Robert Hobbs. who plays the
tain theatre the next week.
male lead. Creon. in tomorrow
derbar! „P ni.
Gargling Garlic
Baai Fellows
Rm 4. Lib- night's show. His great-grandfather
Recalling his worst moments on
acted in traveling stock, but Bob's
^Fornm, 7 p. m.
immediate family is "untheatrical". the stage. Bob tells of the full
pt", Little Theatre, 8 p. m.
So when Bob went on the Boston week he played a romantic lead opBy Charlie Clark
tba-ketba'.l. Bowdotn, Bruns- -tage doing a vaudeville song-and- posite a girl who loved garlic. She
Approximately
50 students and
:15 p. m.
nearly
overpowered
him
during
indance act at the age of eight years,
i track. Bowduin Fresh- his mother and grandmother were timate love scenes, she reeked so of faculty members found plenty of elbow room in Chase Hall last night
Bronswick, 3:30 p. m.
rather surprised (his father had garlic and Italian sandwiches.
A
senior,
the
young
actor
has
ap-|as
they listened to President Phildied when he was six). They en.March 4
couraged him, but were always a peared in seven Robinson Players lips. Prof. Berkelman, Mr. Fairfield,
benefit basketball game, little amazed at what he did.
productions, as well as two presen- William Dill, Diane Wolgast, and
Robert Foster hash over the prdbpreserves vs. intramural allBob was a very independent boy, tations of the Community Theatre
ems of the STUDENT in a panel
»Alumni Gym. 2:30 p. m.
making most of his own decisions. of Lewiston-Auburn. In his spare
presided
over by Prof. Quimby.
time
he
managed
for
two
years
to
'track, Bowdoin. Brunswick, Frequently he would go out and
The
discussion,
sponsored by the
help
pay
college
expenses
by
workbook a job on his own, or people
*". Little Theatre. 8 p. m. would come and ask him to play a ing as a radio actor on a commer- STUDENT, was thrown open to
part. It was never a question of his cial program over' WCOU. Bob comments and questions from the
mother handling the business for has also had radio experience in floor during the latter part of the
(Continued on page two)
one-hour session.
him; she was repeatedly surprised
The panel concerned itself with
the question: What function does
the STUDENT have? The question
was attacked from the sides of editorials, new stories, and features.
It was revealed that 357c of the
paper is taken up with advertising.
- With William Dill and Max Bell
7% with pictures, 25% news, 15%
| debating the final two rounds.
Bates added more laurels to its rec- features, 12% sports, and 6% ediord by taking the II.I.T. debating torials.
Some members of the panel voiced
Tournament last Friday and SatP°us Emphasis Week
objections to the fact that so much
urday.
of the paper is devoted to sports,
| March 5
Harvard in the semi-final round
and M.I.T. in the final were beaen since most of the STUDENT'S
fWrship, Dr. Albert Buck.
The opening competition for this by Bates as they swept the meet. readers already know the results of
the sports events reported.
£ .taking 0„ ■'The Faith years
National
Intercollegiate
Eighteen teams from New Eng£■*■■". chapel. 11 a. m.
President Phillips, however, stated
Bridge Tournament was piayed land. New York and New JerseyWednesday afternoon at o'clock m debated the subject of nationaliza- that he liked to read about the game
^ngFiske Dir.ing Hall and
Chase Hall basement. The play-offs tion of all basic non-agricultural in- in the STUDENT, and the sports
were conducted with pairs of play- dustries. Representing Bates, Dill department received added support
L*»*. Women-, V nion. 1:45ers competing under contract bridge and Bell took the affirmative, win:P- m.

The sophomore class held a
meeting Friday morning. Dr. Zerby reminded the class of the opportunity to travel in Paris and Florence this summer, and asked students to contact him if they were
interested.
Treasurer Nathaniel Boone gave
the financial status of the class, and
announced that the class had made
a profit on the Christmas formal.
Steven Gilbert, representing the
Mirror staff, asked for a class donation of $25 to aid in the publication
of the yearbook. He also asked the
class to vote on an increase in the
cost of the Mirror, from $4 to $6,
beginning next year. The class approved both proposals.
The class decided to have another
class outing similar to the one last
spring. President Robert Cagenello
was voted the power to choose a
committee to work with him for
plans for this party.

The Reverend Albert Buckner Coe, Rabbi Eric Lowenthal, Reverend Kenneth L. Patton, and Miss
Arimae Burrell will be the featured guests on the campus during Religious Emphasis Week which
opens Sunday. Dr. Coe will conduct the Sunday morning worship service in the chapel. The topic of
his address will be "The Faith of a Christian". Dr. Coe has travelled widely throughout Europe, Asia,
and the near East duriry? post-war years, and was a delegate to the first assembly of the World Council of Churches held in Amsterdam, Holland. Now president of the Massachusetts Congregational Conference and Missionary Society of Boston, Dr. Coe has preached extensively in colleges and universities.
Rabbi of Loeminister, Massachusetts, Dr. Lowenthal was born and
educated in Germany. Since leaving
there in 1930. he has lectured in
many schools and colleges in this
area, and for the past year has conducted courses for the Connecticut
Congregational Churches, and the
American Unitarian Society. Dr.
Lowenthal, who spoke on the Bates
campus two years ago, will speak in
chapel on Wednesday, March 8, and
will address the faculty Round Table
that evening.
Resigned From White Race
Mr. Patton, minister of the
Charles Street Universalist Meeting
House in Boston, received international fame when he announced his
"resignation from the white race" as
a protest against racial discrimination. He is also an exponent of
world peace, world federal union,
and a universal religion.
Rabbi Eric Lowenthal
Rev. Albert Buckner Coe
Rev. Patton will speak in chapel
on Monday, March 6, and will be
one of the leaders at the Open
Forum on "Civil Liberties" in Chase
Hall that afternoon.
Concert By Contralto
Miss Burrell is a famous negro
contralto. She will give a concert of
religious music in the chapel on
Sunday evening.

Student - Faculty Panel
"Goes Over" STUDENT

GOD

Debaters Take M. I. T. Tourney;
Win Six Out Of Eight Contests
Intercollegiate
Bridge Tourney
Gets Underway

rules.
The four highest pairs to emerge
sacred
.*""»' Burrell
•ntralto, from Saturday's competition were
.':30 p.m.
Fred Moore and Robert Carpenter,
*• Arin»e Burrell, contralto- John Purkis .and Roland Keans.
*"'>• *g. Chase Hall. 8:30 Horace Record and Ralph Perry,
and Herbert Bergdahl and Ralph
Cate These contestants took part
M
»rch 6
Sunday at the Women's Union in
the intercollegiate mail tournament.
by Rev.
The results of Sunday's playing
nPat
"
"n. 8:40a.m.
will be sent to the tournament asf
r; Cu!;,,ral Heritage trip sociation. The two highest pairs of
I. Iork. chapel. o-fK , m
players from each of th« e.ght:.one.
ptm on Civ
Liberties led in the United States w.l go to Chexpense-free. April 21 and 22
JV deBrotzke »nd Rev. case
g
rM
»on, Chase Hall. 5:30 f:r a'facUo-facep.ay-offforthe;ntercollegiate championships of the
Today, and
tr>'«'kv,
a
n
and-We Too Receive". " An four Maine colleges took part
in the tournament this year ine
e7 m
Id
' "
Student Council, with Dana Jones
C^s, Smith. Parker, in
charge, sponsored the tournament
ack
L^ ",andRand,8p.m.
ch
' »Pel, 10 p. m.
on this campus.

ol. ^ntuaU an

I?6

direc,ed

'

I

'"arch 7
fV? n "Why Rivals?"
■ Painter, Chase Hall,
Tabie ..„ ,. .
Kir'A
*,°n'S PlaCe lti
8C ,cdbvDr Eric
Halr\
'
,Ul«c Hall. 7:30- p. m.
ch
• apel,10p.m.
"*• March 8
'•ttvi.

d reCted by Dr ErfC

*Vl i a. m..

Stu-C Agenda
(Meeting tonight in th. Conference Room of Roger Wu
Hams Hall at 6:30.)
1. Report on the cheerleaders.
2.

—
Report on the Uawn com-

mittee.
.
3. Discussion of the Bookstore.
4. Discussion of box luncnes
for outings.

ning two out of four, while David
Moore, and Chester Leone debating
the negative, swept all four of their

arate the men's wing and the women's wing. Rooms for college
Coed Volleyball

speaking

It was generally agreed by the
members of the panel that material
printed in the STUDENT should be
of general campus interest. Referring specifically to public affairs,
President Phillips urged editors to
"go easy" on affairs not directly related to Bates students and the campus.
Prof. Berkelman agreed with the
president's viewpoint, suggesting
that the STUDENT "dedicate itself
to the Bates family". Diane Wolgast, representing the Women's
Student Government on the panel,
said in this connection, "I'd just as
soon read about politics somewhere
else . . -The STUDENT is a college paper and should 1>c about the
college."
This led later in the evening to a
spirited defense of the "Politics Preferred" column by Merrill Nearis,
who answered a charge that fewpeople read the column by saying,
"I challenge anyone to take a poll
on who reads it."
On the subject of crusading editorials, William Dill, Student Council representative, opined that a crusade should be undertaken if it is
well thought out. Editorials, he said.
(Continued on page four)

Rev. Kenneth L. Patton

nurses, a doctor's office, and two
diet kitchens are included in the

Coed volleyball will be played
Pridiy evenings March 3 and 10 in plans.
Alonzo J. Harriman, who also dethe cage from 7:30 to; 8:30 accordsigned the remodeling of the Li-

brary, and the New Men's ComSponsored by the Women's
mons, is architect of the building.
Athletic Association as a part M
President Phillips will include a
fhe Early Spring Season, coed Wdetailed report on the building program in a State of the College talk
in chapel Friday.
tL will Play « mixed teams.

Miss Arimae Burrell

Stu-C Announces All College Election;
Nominations Monday; Publicity Begun
The all-college elections will beheld March 20, President William
Perham announced at the Student
Council meeting last Wednesday.
Nominations will be held Monday.
William Norris, Arthur Koenig,
and Robert Lennon were appointed
to notify campus organizations of
the election and handle arrangements.
At a conference with Mr. Sampson, Perham learned that the Outing Club had made an agreement
with Mrs. Cross to make box lunches for four outing during the year.
This agreement has been fufillled
and Mrs. Cross does not feel obligated to make any more lunches for
ski or other outings.
Secretary-treasurer Dana Jones
reported that the Stu-C budget was
$124.91 ahead. The Stu-C has spent
pnly a portion of the money allowed by the budget.

New Infirmary To Open In Fall;
Built With $50,000 Donation

matches.
.
The Bates team was awarded a
cup for their victory, and will keep
i, for one year. A plaque was also
Next fall's opening of college will
received, which will be kept permasee, not only the new Men's Memnently. If a team wins the tourney
orial Commons, now a month ahead
for three years it will have permaof schedule, ready for use, but also
nent possession of it.
a new all-campus infirmary.
An anonymous gift of $50,000 will
Football Notice
make it possible to start construcCoach Pond is inviting all
tion in April on a two-story coloncandidates for next season's varial clapboard building on Campus
,ity football team to meet this
Avenue. The present men's infirmevening in the Purinton Room,
ary will be. remodeled as one wing
Alumni Gym, at 7 p. m.
of the new structure.
This is sn important meeting,
A central waiting room will sepM all candidates are urged to
attend.

from Robert Purinton.
from the floor.

Other speakers for the week include Walter Wagoner, a former
chaplain in the Marine Corps, and
now Chaplain and Assistant Professor of Religion at Colby; Robert
S. de Brotzke. a student at Harvard
Theological School, and several local clergymen.
Local clergymen participating in
the discussions include Rev. Lewis
M. Brehaut. United Baptist Church;
Rev. Frederick D. Hayes, High
Street Congregational Church; Rev.
Albert Niles, Elm Street Universalist Church; Rev. Leslie W. Howland, High Street Methodist Church;
Rev. John E. Bowers, Trinity Episcopal Church; Rev. Norman Porter,
Calvary Methodist Church; and
Rabbi David Berent, Beth Jacob
Synagogue.

Prexy Enthused Feature Spring Theme
Over Activities, At Third Co-ed Coffee
Course Rating
Referring to the recently-adopted
extra-curricular activities report presented by the faculty last week,
President Phillips told the STUDENT, "I think the report will be
very helpful."

A touch of Spring will be the
theme for the co-ed coffee to be held
Sunday afternoon at the Women's
Union, informal as usual.
Preceding the coffee Dr. and Mrs.
Albert Buckner Coe will dine at
Rand Hall at the third co-ed Sunday this year. Music will be played
during the meals.

Although no essential changes
At the coffee, the speakers who
have been made in the policies al- are on campus for Religious Emphaready existing, he said, any pro- sis Week will be guests. Dr. and
Mrs. Zerby, Dr. and Mrs. Painter,
gram should be resurveyed from
Mr. and Mrs. Wait, Mr. and Mrs.
time to time.
Kendall, Mr. and Mrs. Robert SewHe called the report a resurvey ard, and Mr. and Mrs. Ingles are
also guests of the afternoon. All
of the whole situation."
members of the faculty are invited.
The president also said he is
Coffee will be served from 1:30
"very eager" to find out what will until 3 p. m., and the Union will be
come of the newly-inaugurated open for entertaining until 5:30.
During the afternoon there will be
course-rating system.
musical entertainment.
The evaluation sheet, sponsored
Frances Curry and Margaret
by the National Student Association, Moulton will pour.
The two meals at Rand are at
has been accepted by a soecial faculty committee for the optional use 12:30 and 1:10 p. m. Dinner at Commons will begin at 12:15. The usof instructors among their students.
ual system of tickets distributed by
Several faculty members have al- dormitory representatives will be
ready put the sheet into use. Prof. used.
The co-ed dining committee inKendall was the first to use h, and
found it very helpful,, the president cludes Robert Dunn, Hugh Penney,
Judith LitchfieM, and Joan Holmes.
said.
Martha Rayder, Faith Seiple, Janet
Hayes, and Melissa Meigs are in
charge of arrangements for the coffee.

No Coal Lack At Bates
Says President Phillips

Barring unforeseen developments,
Bates has nothing to fear from the
current national coal shortage,
President Phillips assured the STUDENT Friday.
The college gets its coal from
Bath, where a coal barge came in
Thursday, and has ' been notified
THE NEW ALL-CAMPUS INFIRMARY as it will look after its that its regular supply will be concompletion next fall. It is the $50,000 gift of of an unnamed bene- tinued from the barge.
factor. The new structure will be added to the present men's infirmThe college burns ten to 15 tons
ary on Campus Avenue, to form two wings, one for men and one
for women, and a central waiting room. Construction will begin of coal a day, depending on the
weather, the president said.
in April.

Women's dormitory representatives are: Geraldine.Moulton, Rand;
Ellen Tapley, Whittier, Jean MacKinnon, Milliken; Lois Dame, Roger
Williams; Sally Haynes, Cheney;
N'orma Reese, Mitchell, Frances
Andrews, Frye Street; Clarice Cornforth, Wilson; Gladys Bovino, Hacker; and Mary Lou Conron, Chase.
Men's dormitory representatives
are: Steven Gilbert, John Bertram; Charles Fischer, West Parker; Emerson Rogers, East Parker;
Herbert Dowse, Smith South; Karl
Koss,. Smith Middle; Raymond
Moore, Smith North; Ronald Tiffany, Sampsonville.
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Hinckley Collection Of Chinese
Art In Libe Exhibit This Week

Editorials

|

Man, Men and God

Unlike Christmas, Religious Emphasis Week comes but once every
other year.
.""'"'
In an earnest effort to have the entire campus participate in this
all-college affair, the committee is utilizing almost every possible
medium — lecture, panel, informal and classroom discussion, movies,
concert, and meditation. The variety of speakers and discussion leaders is evidence of the committee's attempt to bring to the campus
men and women of many different temperaments and cultural and
religious backgrounds. Coming fast on the heels of National Brotherhood Week, the theme is indeed appropriate — an attempt to discover the relationship between ourselves, our fellow men, and God.
Here is a chance to see beyond day-to-day relationships, to look
inward and see ourselves in a broader respect. The purpose of this
Religious Emphasis Week is not to stimulate group consciousness,
but cutting across all lines, to emphasize individual deepening of
faith through sharing it with others.
Here is an opportunity for all of us to deepen our faith, regardless
of formal religious allegiances. Let's take advantage of it.

Another Bravo
Last week we had complementary things to say about the faculty's
special committee on extra-curricular activities. This week we have
more of the same.

By Ruth Russell
The Orient — land of mystery.
And up to this time, the new display of the Hinckley Chinese Collection has remained just as mysterious. At last, Bates students and
faculty members are invited to see
the exhibit, which will be open today, tomorrow, and Friday from 3
to 5 p.m.
The Hinckley Collection contains
various old examples of Chinese
workmanship, and is now displayed
in a former reading room on the
second floor of Coram Library. Although the collection was presented
to Bates by a former trustee, Mr.
Freeman Hinckley, in 1945, it was
not until January of this year that
Miss Eaton and her staff could find
a suitable place in which to arrange
an integrated exhibit.

Norton Resumes Series
InJlistoryJH Music

Mr. Norton's history of music seThe faculty passed the committee's mayoralty campaign report
ries resumed Monday morning with
by unanimous vote Friday and immediately released the recommenmusic from the Ara Nova period to
dations to the STUDENT.
the Italian Renaissance. Mr. Norton
noted that there is a change during
We're happy about the whole thing.
this period in which music breaks
The mayoralty campaign is the best loved and most genuinely all- away from its oriental antecedents
campus event on the college calendar. At least, the students have and begins to assume the conventions of Western music as we know
always thought so.
it today. Italy and England contriThe Gripers Were Wrong
buted the most to musical development during these centuries. HarPerhaps it was only natural, therefore, that when the campaign
mony, rhythm, and melody were deschedule and rules went before the Extra-curricular Activities Comveloped extensively.
mittee for review last fall, informed student gripers had a fieldday.
Tht first selection was an organ
The faculty would butcher the best weekend of the year, they groanprelude by Palestrina called a riceed. The old fogies didn't know enough to leave a" good thing alone. car, and similar to a choral motet.
Next Mr. Norton played two recordWell, here's a case where the gripers were very wrong.
ings of folk music, two ballads from
The committee held a student hearing and discussed at length the France, "De ce que fol pense" and
complaints of some professors about noise, overcutting, and student "Se je chant". These were followed
apathy toward classes during the campaign. After talking it out and by a rondeau, "De plus en plus".
considering several alternative plans, the committee finally decided
Two church motets were sung by
that the campaign is a pretty good activity as it stands.
the choir, the last one "Exulatate
Leo" by Palestrina. An organ postTwo Items Changed
lude, a ricercar by Cavazzoni, concluded the program.
In adopting the committee's recommendations, the faculty has actually changed only two items in the campaign regulations:

Play

(1) Loud-speakers will not be used during the five-minute
(Continued from page one)
breaks between class periods — a minor concession to professors who
want to get their classes started on time.
doston and Worcester, and is ac-ivc in the Bates College Radio
(2) The whole assembly period, chapel time and all, will be Workshop. And he is a Speech asopen to campaigning Friday — a major concession to enterprising sistant on top of it all.
campaign managers.
Likes Shakespeare
The students have always thought of the mayoralty campaign as
enjoys
doing Shakespearean
iia giimu
grand aiiu
and worthwhile
wuiuiwuue iiigiui&m
highlight ui
of the
uie year.
yccu. remaps
Perhaps the
uie best
urai icre- I . Bob ITc ....
,
suit of the committee's work is that now we know the faculty thinks |£5*£" ** blg role here was ,n
"Twelfth Night" during his freshso too.
man year. It was also his" favorite
role — the comic character Sir Andrew Aguecheek. He enjoys working
in small,
experimental
theatres
where new . plays by unknown
authors are put on for the first
time. "I really feel as if I am
To the Editor of the STUDENT:
a portion of the campus cold. Thi creating something new," he says.
"Antigone's" male lead has no
is really unfortunate, for there ar
Perhaps I'm sticking my neck out
professional
ambitions. From his
some students in its governing bod.
but I am led to wonder just what
who arc deeply sincere and moti past experience with the professionpurpose Religious Emphasis Week
vated by a very real desire to per al stage he has concluded that the
-i-rvcs and what it can or hopes to
form a social service for the collegi business is "cut throat. I get a
accomplish. In search of an answer
much better feeling from w.» king
community.
let's have a look at the sponsor,
with amateurs than with professionProtestant Religious
CA.
_
als."
According to the CA freshman Emphasis Week
Likes Directing
The same problem co:,!r. ;
'landbook the organization includes
the
CA
are
the
answer
to
'.hi
'
.!.-!
everyone on campus regardless of
■'
- real leaning is toward the
creed, all working together under weakness of Religic-.u; Emphasis lirecting side of dramatics. "Miss
Week.
CA
should
call
i
spade
;
Christian principles. Obviously there
Schaeffer is a marvelous director,"
is nothing wrong with the idea, but ••pade. This coming event is really he says. "I have learned more from
Religious
Emphasis ler than from any other director;
why call it a Christian Association Protestant
and why insist that everyone is a Week. I note there are no Catholic- watching her has interested me in
member? Actually in its religious as- speakers and only one Jew. In an the directing aspect of stage work.
pect the CA is Protestant through attempt to sidestep sectarian issues I have learned an awfully lot front
and through. This is commonly ac- the CA creates a religious emphasis her."
cepted by most students, and there that is innoucuous, sterile and deis no reason to maintain otherwise. void of virility. The directors of Re- Elsbeth's First Lead
CA tries to embrace too much, it ligious Emphasis Week seem intent
The title role in "Antigone" will
tries to be too broad. The result is upon blurring faith lines. It would
be played by Elsbeth Thomes, who
be
well
to
remember
that
it
is
jdiffithat often it appears fusty on the one
is cast in the first major part in her
hand and weak and wishy-washy on cult to see in a fog. A frank acbrief stage career. Last year she
the other. CA is oxer-extended am! knowledgement of disagreements is
had small parts in "Seven Chances"
performs functions that are duplicat- always preferable to a love feast.
and in "Julius Caesar."
ed or could be handled better by
Why not allow various denominaElsbeth played Calpurnia, Caethe governments or other campus tions to give their raison's d'etrt
sar's
wife, in "Julius Caesar." She
groups.
without pulling punches and thus was "scared to death" during the
Leaves Campus Cold
give students a little knowledge of fighting scenes, in which the actors
We may as well be realistic. For other religions and incidentally of apparently had been run through
all its publicity, CA leaves too large
(Continued on page four)
with swords. It was done so realistically that when
they
were
carried off the stage she feared the
actors were really dead.

Letters To The Editor

Questions Religious Emphasis
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Staff
Photographer

Florence Lindquist
'50
Richard ^ .5,
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Chark s CIark
Jean Johnson .5,
Melissa Meigs '51
Carolyn Wells '51
Richard Goldman
B tty

?
Dsgdigian '51
James Leamon '53
Robert Wade .50
joan McCurdy '51

—'

"newcomer

The big battle over in the gym
last week took place in the stands
as the ladies from Sampsonville tried
to outroot the ladies from off-campus. Consensus of opinion says that
it resulted in a tie—how's that for
tacl?
No news from Sir Stork. The impatient bird has been hovering patiently over our settlement for the
past two weeks, hut he is getting
very litcTe cooperation. It would be
safe to wager that we will have two
new citizens by St. Paddy's day. (To
vou non-Irishmen, that's the 17th of
March.)
New Movie Fans
Dawn. Kathy, and Billy all journeyed down to the Ritz Theatre
last week to see their first movie—
"The Wizard of Oz". All we've
heard for the past four days ,s a
slightly off-key. three-year-old soprano version of "We're off to see
the Wizard". In view of good behavior the same trio have been
promised a peek at "Cinderella''
when and if it reaches our thriving
metropolis.
Mystery of the week: Which two
of the wives took a left instead of a
right turn and almost walked to
Brunswick looking for a dry goods
store? Earlier the same tw > twitter'
••how." whom we spoke of in contrast with the vaudeville experience
of Bob Hobbs. is Carleton Crook.
Having no previous stage experience, Carleton made a big hit with
his dry humor in "The Late
George Apley'" last fall. However,
in "Antigone" Carleton is cast in a
part just opposite from his "Apley"
performance. He will portray the
Chorus, a serious role, one of the
most important in the play.

in

his

Kalhl

<^
Kirschbaum
'53
RODert
Haves '51

Call

4-4066
Radio Cabs

Layng '52, Ruth Parr '52, Caroline Rothstein '52
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Fred?
Visitors
Agnes Stephanian's sister and
brother-in-law visited them for a
few days last week. Kay Cannon's
sister also took advantage of the
school 'vacation and stayed with
Larry and Kay over in Bardwell.
There has been little to report from
our neighbors, the Bardwell Bachelors. They look mighty fancy over
in the gym with their own personalized sweat shirts.
George Brinkerhoff spent a few
days in the hospital with cyst trouble — no new cases of mumps.
New Neighbors
Frank and Grace Cooper with
their eight-month daughter have
joined the ranks of Garcelon Homers. Also new neighbors arc Mr. and
Mrs. Bryant and two-year-old son.
The young male element especially
welcome the Bryants since the addition of another boy helps in the
(Continued on page four)
of at their rooms poring over textbooks.
Muriel Mansfield. Russell Young,
Herbert Bergdahl and Nancy Kosinski will also appear in the play,
as well as Peter Whitaker, Allan
Kenedy, Earlc Onque and Thelma
Hardy.
Miss Schaeffer, the driving force
behind the play, blew in with the
hurricane of 1938, on a night train
from Northwestern University. She
is a product of the far away midwest; South Dakota to be specific.
As a girl of sixteen3he was starryeyed over the theatre. She dreamed
that some day fame would beckon
—that she was an actress the theatre just shouldn't be deprived of.

EMPIRE

STRAND

Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
March 1, 2, 3, 4
"BATTLEGROUND"
- with Van Johnson - John Hodiak

Wednesday, Thursday, March 1 2
"Western Pacific Agent",
.... j. n
„
Taylor-Ryan
Under Capncon ,
Ingrid Bergman-Joseph Cotton
Friday, Saturday, March 3, 4
"Navaho Trail Raiders",

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
March 5, 6, 7

.

Bus Service

The game last Saturday night
provided more laughs than thrills
- - - Don Russell surpassed even
his usual sense of humor - - - he
must have taken Voice and Diction - - - at least it leaves us something to do for a couple of weeks
- - - the basketball game of the
year for Campus Chest - - - and on
the following Saturday one of
Outing Club's Inimitable Roller
Skates - - Saw Ralph Perry get hit in
the head by a basketball thrown
from the stands
probably
from a frustrated by-stander
who had gotten an emotional
blocking during the unique
refereeing of the freshman
game - - -

Our congratulations to papa and
mama Stan Moody who are the
proud parents of twins, one of each
kind, born last week - - Everyone's been waiting for
the couches in the reception
room to burn up, but fire occurred in other areas - - seems a short circuit in Cheney
did away with paper drapes and
other non-essentials - - "When winter comes can spring
be far behind" - - - some of us are
getting the jump on spring Sol
- - - we heard of girls buying a
sun lamp as a community affair
- - - "No, Dr. Hass. I don't have
scarlet fever - - - just fell asleep
under the lamp." - - Have you seen the roosters
and hens clucking around
here - - - a favorite expression
is "excuse me, please, I have
to go see how my embryoes
are doing"
it's merely the
bio students trying to hatch a
brood - - -

Politics Preferred

Question Actions O/QOj
Is Pledge Real Party M
By Harvey Goddard
«. ;«-•• Pius push
"We hold that the government profit hospital and
can use its just powers to foster Now doctornational health, promote real se- dom of ac,,
°" and .,,• '";l'
curity for the aged, develop sound **es for the ,,„„.„agricultural and labor-management lew year, froi„ m..
policies and advance civil rights." going, they will
—Out of this pledge comes the professional fr.....-. ' "'"'•'
'
*n<\
realization on the part of Republi- will suffer the
cans of the need for greater social Republicans Well pjJJJ
responsibility by their party.
Recognition
Do Republicans Mean It?
party of certain
'>.:
These are fine words, but how do
eryone should h
they square with actions. Senator
as .t seem, to ,;•'. . S
Lodge's amendment to pledge the
Democrats, that
that ,1,
tin * "tya
party to a battle in this Congress
always be heav
for civil rights was turned down. ing plus a .,:
Why is the housing problem not state. It would
m
once mentioned? Probably because real nei d «,
no one would believe these_ Conour free enter
J
gressmen after what happened to
effort would !..■ •
the Taft-Ellender-Wagner Housing
problem. When.
Bill in 1948.
°nl> wj
other means ...
Other doubts are brought forth
uffict
ment spending v.\iau
when we look to last November's
only carefully ,
campaign of Senator Dulles. Also
an eye out
what about the Republican Strategy
burden or part
j,'
Committee's decision on a turn to
terprise.
the right: a policy of immobilizing
the party's moderates and liberals *- A New MmiBl
1 he pre
plus uncompromising opposition to
everything the Democrats stand positive unified .
needs prevent
for?
for the good of ,fo .
Proof Is Needed
The Republican party has vacilated for so long between its state- present incentive killing ,?1
lb * *«
ments and deed-! that it is useless tern, reduce 1
ment en, !
to continue making pledges. The
"
move!
sary busin,
.^ "»
party must show concrete, fairly unenforce
a
revised
Taft-H-H
ified action in support of these
do th,r
espoused principles.
that
could make „• our, '
Why Me—Too
Phi,i!>W ::i
Many Republicans will even now
say that this is only a Me-Too pol- portunity Socict\
icy so why follow it? Whatever it
.I,,S,eatl Wl
old .j
trick
at work: . .rj,; .
is called, it is the only right and'
realistic program. The poor man full security : ,r much (tvnJ
neither can or should be any longer all) of our freedom.
ignored. Unless the party makes a Chairman's Comments
real attempt to solve certain social
The Politics Preferred Col
problem's such as unemployment, dedicated •
he proposhw]
medical care for the poor, housing the academir
and old age security, no number of rent affairs
slogans, such as "Statism," are go- eliminated throug
g
1
ing to call forth many votes from gent, articulate
J
those who suffer from these needs events. To inor from their much larger number wi
" hc
re, hn
of sympathizers. These people's there should be numerous CM
votes spell either defeat or victory. tions of varying political co
A Similar Situation
tioiis. If you are inter
This party is much in the same eeraed about ,
position as the doctors of the coun- future (and
try. The A.M.A need never worry you would 1
about Socialization if it will really substantial
get behind certain bills in Congress cles in the coin
which will satisfy the needs qf those coin 1111.
who cannot afford adequate medical the P.A.C. We
care: expansion of hospital-, of portunity to all. ate the pligu
medical training facilities, govern- political ignoran,
ment payment of bills in certain u-- .mm cui
■

~* *«•■ 1. ci'a

°:

°
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Government Students Disagree 1
But Predict, British Labor Victory!

Had a few visitors this past
By Ray Sennett
week
Mac McDougall, Emef
Bates students polled on British
Turner, Jackie Jordan, and Peg
Stewart - - - nice to see them all elections last week favored the Conservatives over the Labor governagain
ment 2 to 3. but they expected the
They say the bridge tournaLaborites to win by a narrow marment was rather a flop ...
gin almost 4 to 1.
too many cards to be dealt
Surveys were conducted in the
with - - history and government classes by
Heard tell that Bates appeared in Dr. Donovan and Mr. Covell. Votes
print
look at the February is- were cast on two separate questions:
whom did the students expect to
sue of "Good Housekeeping" - - win, and who did they want to win.
Myron D. Vous The results on the first ballot were
Labor 47, and Conservative 12. with
graduate work at the midwestern two holding no opinion. The second
ballot was Labor 24. Conservative
school she did some directing.
36. and one had no opinion.
Anyone who has ever worked
Dr. Donovan expressed surprise at
with Miss Schaeffer through a the narrow margin by which Labor
particularly frustrating, apparently won. As a personal reaction Mr
fruitless rehearsal, is familiar with Covell stated that in his opinion the
her favorite refrain, "there must be m.ddle class by and large were tired
some easier way to make a living!" of the austerity program and des.red a change in regime. He went
But there must be something
on to assert that in his opinion the
about the theatre that is irresistvote
was definitely not dieted
able. When asked why she keeps at
the gruelling business. Miss Schaef- against the welfare state concept as
fer ponders for a moment, answers such but rather a go slow signal on
simply, "Well, there is no other sociahr.,,,. Mr. Covell also noted that
the
Conservatives
have
largely
profession I'd rather go into."

adopted La
fare state- ai
fives are I
Demoeni:-

any Con-ei
L". S

Biology Journals Clu
Holds Second Meet
IVo speakei
meeting
logy i0"1
Club held Friday afternoon.
A talk ov.
malaria was
J
Williams. CK
the drug, I as
';
periur in many
!
drugs that
used. V.
. - stated that in <
pariso:
tests wit!
chloroqu
■
a •*!
pcotectivi agent
'
patient. ..: I
pressing n alaria thai
He added
'il,inf'
for
malar
a cure
The kiwi, an a
of New Zealand
■*[■
(he second talk
(Continu. I

THEATRES

second

Taxi Service

Did you hear what happened over in Roger BUI - - seems that Molly Cutts was
looking for a mineral offshoot
of milk - - - and girls down the
hall gave her some in powder
form to be taken in a glass of
water - - - much later they
told her it was corn starch - - results, they say, were not the
same

Saturday night Chaste Hall dance
closed eight minutes early
and
they say that several frosh girls
were extremely worried about what
they would do with their fellows until midnight
tsk, tsk
what
Norrii
a shame that the younger generation didn't get a good background
their husbands for spending an af- education in high school - - ternoon in Bio lab making astute obThere's another epidemic
servations on what they see through
around here hot on the heels
their microscopes—seems they had
of the mumps - - - everyone
focussed on a crack in the slide that
seems to be going home of
looked mighty like the cell formaweekends late - - - green pastion of an onion skin. Guess the
tures in the distance - - score is now even—eh, Pete and

Last Thursday' evening when the
Hathorn clock was nearing midnight and the "Antigone" cast
wearily finishing the day's work,
Carleton
picked
up
his
coat,
walked toward the door — his head
hanging rather low. But we grabbed
him before he could slip away, and Parents Discouraged Acting
asked hiw what he thought of the
Wiser parents prevailed, howproduction as a whole.
ever, for which Miss Schaeffer is
thankful. She realizes now that she
Time Full
was never cut out to be another
Carleton rested against the arm of Sarah Bernhardt. The director ada chair, thought a moment. Then he mits being subject to stage fright,
said, "It is magnificently difficult and modestly claims, "the best job
to go through afternoon and eve- I do in the theatre is sitting and
ning rehearsals and keep up with watching it."
your studies at the same time." He
At Northwestern Miss Schaeffer
feels that the rules should take into did more Shakespearean acting than
account the unusual difficulties of any other type. Among other roles,
students who must spend long she played Portia in "The Merchant
hours at the Little Theatre instead of Venice." While engaged in

For INSTANT

.

Business Manager
Circulation Manager ..Advertising Managers

By Bill

Crook Is Newcomer
The

mored Chinese fencer with fierce,
glinting brown eyes: candlesticks
having long, sharp spikes to hold
the candles; a flatiron that looks
like a glorified frying pan, heated by
filling with hot coals: a lamp much
like Aladdin's; and, best of all. an
opium pipe.
Embroidery
On the walls are several of careful, painstaking embroidery, and
portraits of two rather large, brilliantly-costumed
Chinese
gentlemen. Two panel paintings, each
about eleven feet long, have been
hung up; one shows the steps in tea
cultivation, and the other, the gathering and processing of silk.
Several chairs and plaques, a table with a secret drawer, and a large
screen display examples of lacquered carvings. Porcelain dishes
in assorted colors and patterns constitute a large part of the exhibit.
Whether considered as an unusual group of works of art, or as an
aggregation
of curiosities,
the
Hinckley Collection is a valuable
addition to Bates. Miss Eaton extends to all those associated with
the college a cordial invitation to the
display.

News of the day told in scriptures - - -

Sampsonville Scene

Robert Foster so

A .'2 ? ? Editor
r?\
Associate
;"
News Editor
Cop.y Editor
_
Assistant News Editors: Raymond Sennett '51,
Edmund Bashista 'Si,
Jean MacKinnon '52,
_
'52, John Rippey '53
CartoonLT
cJfS"5'
Sports Editor
Make-Up Editor

Decorative Couch
Included in the display is everything from furniture to pieces of
embroidery. The most massive
piece of furniture is a "ladies' teacouch or gentlemen's smokingcouch, probably later (used) as an
opium couch also," as a previous
owner described it. Dating from
1300 A. D., this couch was used in
Emperor Ming's Palace in Nanking,
and was brought to the United
States for the World's Fair in 1893.
It is made of Zehong wood, with
marble panels, and inlaid with
mother-of-pearl designs, many of
which are symbolic. There are no
nails in this piece: the parts are
closely fitted together, and in some
places are fastened with wooden
pegs.
One item will especially appeal to
the girls-— a small portable boudoir
chest with a mirror and three tiny
drawers. For those with mechanical inclinations, there are three
pigskin chests which are fastened
with "Chinese puzzle" locks, probably different from anything patented by the Yale Company.
Among the other oddities on display are a gruesome figure of an ar-

Poise On Pen

"BAGDAD" - in Technicolor
with Maureen O'Hara
Vincent Price • Paul Christian

Fountain Specials .. .

NICHOLS TEA ROOM
Lewiston, Maine
Tel. 2-6422

Thurs. - Pri. - Sat.
March 2, 3, 4
"UNDERTOW"
- starring Scott Brady and Gail RUMeU

Rocky I
A a ■ „
*w
Friday and Saturday Onlv
Holiday Affair
,
Robert Mitchum-Janet Leigh FIVE BIG ACTS VAUDEVILLE
Sun., Mon., Tues., March S, 6, 7
Sun,-Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
"Tarnished",
March 5, 6, 7, 8
Dorothy Patrick-Arthur Franz
"Oh You Beautiful Doll",
"THE BIO WHEEL" storing
June Havor-Mark Stevens Mickey Roonev . Thoma, JJJ^

-u i-j

Elm Hotel - Auburn

As We Have Your Folks
And Your Folks' Folks
with BETTER FOOD
Since 1875

Boston Tea Store
249 Main St.

Lewiston

" TANTALIZING

Chinese
DINNERS

.

COMPLETE DINNERS aerved daily including SundM*
Meala 75c, 95c and up
Excellent Food - Courteous Ser*«

May We Serve You

IN COOL . . . AIR CONDITIONED
PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

162 Lisbon Street

AUBURN

NANKING
RESTAURANT
CHINESE * AMERICAN
DINNERS
from 45c up

R. W. CLARK
DRUGS

CHEMlC

BIOLOGICALS
4

Registered

Pharn>1

MAIN ST. at BATES
Tel. 3-0031
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Reserves, Intramurafstars Petromen In Last Two Series Games; Bobcat Hoopmen Defeat F, T. G,
Campus Chest Benefit Game Bowdoin Game Fight For 3rd Place Somerville Stars Over Bowdoin

ites
A,

Dunham

IK-11

W

nv woneven been a
. 10 the type
ind
»'
mi'
i«,(TlB5ketball which is
• "^mural circuit in
**.' ,he brand of ball
P*Z plays you may «e
f^vourselithis Sat0** ' th'c'4th of March.
the
K,.,rv.-. '»>^
1
YJ'-'' . pfjce, plm to tan
uiral All-Stars
ibe
the Alumni
.■-

Although.Coach

of

Price could ow

Frosh Trip PJQ:
Lose To NBC,
Streak Broken
By Al Hake.

Coach Russell told this senbe that
the Reserves had better be on their
toes.

submit

There will be plenty of room for
all at this tilt of the season which
Will get under way at 2:30 in the af-

"

:. ,-.

cream

be reached at H* ,ime for comment

• the IntrapickeAThe
, ach of the
baskeftaU
WL?'1 i ... All Opponent
''":;';:,.' remits of these
J^'^L v,. been formed.
selected to

t\

following

LaPointe Chick Leahey. Fred Phillips, -ma Bob Wade.

,r ite Camous

i^Vrkf ;'as,;t

the

men. Hal Cornforth. Dave Cox
Shir, Hamel. Dick Hartman. ^

,■■■■

'•"i

have

the crop to work with: Do,, Chal

ternoon.

There

will

be

a

slight

char.ee of fifteen cents levied against

The past
Bobkirtens

By Bob Purinton
ready to fill in for any of the above
Rounding off a not too success- Mules.
ful state series session the Bates
To finish off the season, however,
Bobcats traveled to Waterville last the Bobcats will travel to Brunswick
Bight and mixed it with the second and face the Bowdoin- Bears on
Place Colby Mules. Colby's five win March 3. If Colby should stop
and three loss record made it im- Bates then this game will decide
possible for the Cats to drop them whether the Bobcats will hold third
from that position.
position alone or in company with

week"

saw the Bates
extend their winning
>tr«ak to Seve„ straight, and
then
saw it broken. Th
e victim was
Portland Jun
or College, and the
W3S
neTccT
ness
College.

each spectator on behalf of the CamP>us Chest.

N

°rtheas,»"

Busi-

Las* Wednesday night the Frosh

Crawford, and

Nagle

Dunham

the

Sanipsonville

side,

scoring

their lead. Charlie Bucknam
high scorer for the evening

19

':'. and 18

LaPointe
the Bar■'.

16 mark-

vbQe the Dons. Chalmers and
12 points.

Kittens.

the

1. The use of the skating anas is

foregoing

statements,

contact

3. A member of the Outing. Club

■ as many starts by ekeing by
J»*»vi!le 51-48 in a rough, fast-

will be on duty from 3 p.m. to 5:30

«second game. The tilt ofterte»exciting minute- before the
*stle when the trailing Maru
«i tied tne mate!: up. The

p.m.
4. The use of hockey sticks and

ts

capitalized on three charity
5. Outing Club members will assaniia held basket to cop the sist in keeping the ice in condition
•oi> Wade pace.! the winners on the general skating area.
^tallies, while Bruce McCle10. Chick * 6. Students interested in playing
i the key performer on

hockey

should

cooperate with

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

and

62-59

respectively

in

the

Alumni Gym.

Clark of Losers Nets 20

it was to no avail as Farmington
steadily crept up and with guard
Ted Clark heading the offensive
foray, took over the lead, 48-46, and

On Feb. 24, the Mitchell House
lassies emerged from Rand Gym
with the Girls' basketball championship. The graceful and well-balanced team recorded six wins and
no losses in the tournament play.

and from then on it was a seesaw
battle. Employing an effective stall
after assuming a 2 point margin,
the
Cats
managed
to
stagger
through to their 62-59 triumph. Ted
Clark of the losers captured scoring honors for the evening with 20
points made on six baskets and
eight out of nine foul shots. Larry
Quimby led the Bates' forces with
11 markers with "Slim" Somerville
and Glen Collins following at 13

It all began on Jan. 2 when Norma Reese and Jo Holmes led Mitchell's trim sharpshooters to a 3230 victory over a classy team from
Chase House. Misses Reese and

then at 50-48. Ralph Perry whisked
in a bullet set to knot the score

Holmes scored 18 and 10 points re- and 11 respectively.
Bates Rallies to Whip Bowdoin
spectively and continued in like
With
Merle
Jordan and Art
manner throughout the rest of the
Bishop registering consistently from
tournament.
the outside, Bowdoin took an early
Following this narrow win they lead and widened it steadily until
went on to defeat a Hacker-Wilson- it had piled up a 22-14 advantage.
Town combination by a 30-18 score. About this time "Slim" Somerville
The petite sextet now, radiant with
uddenly got hotter than a four
victory, waltzed lightly over the alarm fire and heaving in one hand
Milliken Whittier team in a 49-12 shots from all over the floor, he proencounter. As in the first two games ceeded to tally 11 of the Cats' next
Miss Reese and Miss Holmes held 16 points. This one man crusade
the scoring honors with Edic Pen- enabled Bates to pull up to 33-30
nucci giving them aid and abet- at half-time.
tance.

SLIM SOMERVILLE tallies for Bates against Farmington
Collins' Spree Ensures Win
Harris
The second half saw the lead ex- Carpenter, lg
Perry, rg
change hands countless times. This
Douglas
time it required a scoring spree by Scott
Glen Collins to ensure the triumph.
30
Glen netted 13 points in the final
seven minutes of action to lead the
Farmington (58)
locals out of the wilderness. With
FG
the count
deadlocked
at 67-67. Ouellette, If
2
Ralph Perry sank a lengthy angle Morrill
0
4
set and Collins dropped in a foul Rand, rf
1
Kane
and the victory was Bates'.
3
Byers, c
Bowdoin (67)
2
LaPointe
6
FG
F Pts. Clark, lg
4
0
10 Rogers, rg
Bishop, If
2
Connolly
6
22
0
2
Lano
7
Pandora, rf
5
(Bates
62)
19
Jordan, c
5
2
8
Hubley
FG
2
12 Collins, If
Reimer, lg
5
Prentiss, rg
1
3 Somerville, rf
6
2
Blackmon
25
17
67 Quimby, c
5
0
Scott, lg
Bates (70)
2
FG
F Pts. Perry
2
2
18 Carpenter, rg
Collins, If
8
1
6
13 Douglas
Somerville
1
0
0
4 Smoller
Blackmon, r f
2
Williams
1
0
2
23
7
17
Quimby, C
3

1

1
0
1
1

1
3
2
9
1

To

70

F
1
1
2
0
1
2
8
0

Pts.
5
1
10
2
7
6
20
8

15

59

F
1
1
1
7
1
2
1
1
1

Pts.
11
13
5
17
1
6
5
3
1

16

62

In the fourth game the old
nemesis, Overconfidence, entered the
picture and Mitchell House starlets
nearly
succumbed
to
Frye
St.
House. Jean Deming paced Frye
St. with 21 points, but Mitchell led
by Jo Holmes was able to pull the

The

fifth victory came via for-

feiture as Roger Bill's Eight team
failed to show.
(Continued on page four)

PALA f\OOA
STECKTNO HOTEL
104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in
ITALIAN - AMERICAN
FOOD

TIBBYS
SPORTS CENTER
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT

pucks will be confined at all times
to the hockey rink.

67

Education Office, Alumni

nmt ot Thursday evening's to be confined to Bates students and
Gymnasium 2-6221.
lie header. John Duffet, Dave their guests. Students are requested
8. Your cooperation in promoting
no George C< -\ - iced their to assist in the enforcement of this
this activity and assistance in the
in one of each other in policy.
enforcement of these few regula111. and 10 point total respec2 A gate at the main entrance to tions will be greatly appreciated.
?■ Hal Corr.io:::; boosted J.B.*s Garcelon Field will be open from
loose with 17 markere
1:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. daily.
made it their third

week

Mitchell Misses
Champions Of
Lassie League

Candidates for varsity and
freshman tennis will meet in the
Purinton Room on March 1 at
4:30 p.m.
Coach August Buschmann.

Alan Class, Smith-M 2-9078, or tne
Physical

last

Farmington

game from the fire by a 26-24 score.

Outing Club in maintaining good ice
Lux has 4mnounced the fol- on the hockey rink.
lowing information concerning the
7. For information not covered in
Dr.

use of the skating rinks:
5-39 i:i the

TENNIS CANDIDATES

Skating Rink Rules

nil g ways

and

Bates responded with a press defense to start the second half, but

The Play Day at Colby last Satwith 21 points, the third time this
urday,
which featured basketball
markers, and Mike Stephanian toss- year he has broken 20.
,.aW SB big games be- ed in 17.
and badminton, climaxed W.A.A.'s
Saturday night
Northeastern
JfL the second round of
winter sports season. Representing
Business
College
came
to
Bates
and
"jLketball play, and the The Southerners won their third went home with a win. Jumping Bates were Nancy Norton-Taylor,
straight titlt by swamping Parker
away to a fast 20 to 10 lead, the vis- Constance Moulton, Ruth Potter,
v
v.*,,,-. '■:: -ome sem-52-29 in the first game last Friday itors held their advantage in spite
Nancy Larcom, Barbara Leighton,
,pped two night. The winners, paced by Bill
of all efforts by the Kittens to close
*° «V
mpus and Searles" 22 points and Fred Phillips' the gap. By half-time the North- Nancy Lowd, Imogene McKee,
16. equaled Parker's total points in
- - "gle,on '" ,he
eastern lead had been shaved to six Elaine Annas, Jean Deming. Joan
etpeeliM the first half of play, but the losers points, but a new spurt early in the Holmes, Doris Jung, Joyce Jackthem vainly outscored South by six mark- third period ended the Frosh's
son, Barbara Chick. Cynthia Spitz.
ers in the last half. Lee Peacock was
hopes.
BW-tW tie
Florence Dixon.
high man for Parker with 8 tallies.
The two teams were even .from
game
i
'': ' ''■''>'• ,he
The Early Spring season began
Xorth surprised the Bachelors in the floor with 24 field goals apiece,
dropping
the second game by a 35-27 score. but the visitors sank 24 foul shots last Monday, and will continue un, ■„ ::..'
Married
C»eorgc Kanna was high man for the to 15 for the Kittens to wind up on til spring vacation. Three activities
two :
:::
at
kU a slim
"
Northerners with his 11 points, top by a 72 to 63 margin. The are being offered. Coed volleyball,
^bat proceeded to outscore
while Dave Greene and Mo Morri- Poulos brothers led the Northeastunder the direction of Geraldine
kffsito 1 in '
'-: ranto- son shared second place honors with
ern attack with 23 and 14 points,
igh man for the
Moulton and Virginia Hastings will
8 markers apiece. Don Russell and while Bucknam and Barrios were
ivii'ii 16
"-• while
be held in the Cage on Friday eveAce Williams led the losers' attack high men for the Bates Frosh.
..:: with
Saphanian was
nings. March 3 and 10 from 7:30with 8 markers apiece.
The week's results left the BobParker
lotot D'Angelo pat
8:30.
Jean Fletcher is in charge of
kittens with a record of nine wins
. and Jean Harris conThere will be an important
and five defeats going into their fi- tumbling which will be in Rand on
meeting of all team managers
nal game last night. The game was Tuesday afternoons from 4 to 5,
with the Intramural n.anage.......;•
•
'.:. :'..,:;<ier>
played at Colby and the oposition and Larch Foxon is manager of
ment at Chase Hall, in the
n two by downing the
was the highly touted Colby Frosh.
bowling at the Lewiston- Auburn
lounge, at 1 p. m., on tomorrow,
Although the results are not yet
■Uor< 64-56 in i game which
Bowling Alley on Fridays from 3:30
known, the vastly improved Frosh
ners for the
Thursday. This is a very urgent,
to
5.
should make things a lot tougher
I maid. Tony Rotondo en
yet brief meeting, and all parfor
their
hosts
than
in
the
season's
a utremely profitable eve*
W.A.A.'s next special event will
ticipating teams should be repearlier sorry affair which was won be "Betty Bates" on March 17, unI the scoring k| artment. beresented by their managers or
by the Baby Mules. 74 to 47. Win or der
■ - a 28
the chairmanship of
Betty
lose, the game will mark the end of Daniels.
lugh for a frame, C. orge Cory
coaches.
a highly successful year for the
bnn Duffet lent a helping hand
By A!

games

Bowdoin

State Teachers, the Bobcat cagers
added two games to the win side of
their record with conquests of 70-

were and seven standing.

second team put on a stall to maintan
was

against

with

Previously Colby was downed by the Polar Bears.
Cats Look Sorry
'he finely-keyed
Boston
College
Bowdoin rolled over Suffolk UniSaturday the Cats exhibited their
Ragles,
hut Teddie Shiro. who versity of Boston in preparation for
most pathetic performance of the
specializes in plain and fancy lay- the Cats. Leading the Bears was Art
ups for scoring, and Johnny Jabar, Bishop, the right forward, who season. They played as if in a coma
throughout and came close to bebest of the Jabar trio, teamed with poured in 10 field goal and two free
ing upended by the.hustling FarmWarren Finegan. .the classy center, throws. Teaming up with him will
ington outfit. Acting very lackato make the game a good fight.
he Dick Pandora, at the other fordaisical at the outset, Bates fell beWhen the Bobcats encountered ward post; Merle Jordan, high scorhind quickly. 7-2. Fortunately, howColby they bad to contend with ing center who consistantly reached
ever, for the Garnet, it was hitting
these three plus Sherwin Wei son. the double figures; Bill Prentiss, a
fairly well from the outside and
forward who occasionally swaps classy
and
troublesome
defense
thus was able to take an 18-13 edge
Finegan at center; Jim Lazour, the man; and Dick Reimer, who works
at the ten-minute mark and build
tricky guard who plays in the same out of the other guard post.
this up to a 34-27 margin at interfancy manner as Shiro: and Brad
The Bobcats have a 2 win and 5
Wall.
a
troublesome
forward. loss record against Bowdoin's one mission.

took on Portland j. C. in the Bates
Wm, and set the visitors back by
There will he a great exhibi.ion 64 .~ *n
_
'
to 60 score. Portland managed
'" ''^etball and for an extremely
to keep the game respectably close
worthy cause, so come on over and
all the way. but the Kittens' attack
g.ve the Chest a boost while seeing
was just a little too much for them
a.Hl a good game.
A last minute flurry by the visitors
kept the fans on the edge of their Blake,
seats, but it fell short as the Bates

INTRAMURALS

By Joel Price
Faced

274 Main St.
Lewiston
Phone 3-0431

STEAKS - CHOPS
PIZZA PIES

Romeo E. Thibodeau
Alfred J. Thibodeau
Edrick J. Thibodeau

Tel. 4-4151

the

Save On Your Needs
At SEARS!

PECKS

Better Quality For Less
"Satisfaction Guaranteed". •

You'll look like a
Chinese Princess in

Your Money Back"

Okay, let ,'t ra"t«* "

Ming Toy
Pajamas
$3.98

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

One Stop
COMPLETE "BACHELOR SERVICE'
. . . to . . .
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

Wonderful, washable rayon
... in a glory gay Oriental
print. . . Black, Pagoda Red
or

Aqua

grounds,

print

WITH SMOMERS WHO KXOW...MT'&

splashed.

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store

when

Mandarin collar, top
tucks in or hangs free.

Convenient To The Campus

Full,

tr MALLORY
FRANK'S
©Rf

M

*> Street

pajamas

have

adjustable waistband.

bearing a

$T

wide

rOR

MEN

Lewiston, Maine

BATES
HOTEL
DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12.
WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS
TeL 4-6459

Sizes 32 to 40

LINGERIE

(Jamelsjor
3fi/dmss/
Yet, CameU are SO MILD that in a coastto-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels — and only Camels —
for 30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

PECK'S STREET FLOOR

NOT ONE SMNGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRMTATMOX due to smoking CAMELSt

,
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Announce Vote; Service Vs. Studying
Discuss Liaison BFD Discussion Topic

Hostels Offer
Weekend Canoe Trips Youth
Travel Opportunity

To Alternate In Spring

A new policy in regard to the
use of Outing Club canoes has been
announced by president David Merrill. Beginning April 15, there will
be three alternate weekends each
for men and for women. Chaperones
for the women's weekends have
been assigned and their names may
Raymond Driscoll, Bates senior
be secured from Joan Sear. Men who was chosen to represent the
should see Allan Glass about chap- State of Maine in the 54th annual
erones.
Congress of American Industry,
There is a limit of 18 people, in- spoke last Friday in Chapel about
cluding the chapterone, for each his experiences as a student deletrip. From this group a leader must gate to the congress.
This was the first time that the
be selected to sign up for the blue
slip, see that the members can congress, sponsored by the Ameriswim, and pass in names to the gym can Manufacturers' Association, invited a student delegation, which
office and dean.
was made up of one student from
Each weekend has two trips, one one college in each state and the
for Saturday afternoon and night, District of Columbia. Driscoll said
and one for all day Sunday. There that the students were offered the
is a limit of one trip per house ex- opportunity to write an essay, in apcept on open weekends. An open praisal of the three-day convention,
weekend exists when a blue slip in competition for a $1,000 prize.
He told of hearing many outstandhas not been passed into the dean's
office by 9 a.m. of the Wednesday ing men, including such names as
preceeding the trip. At that time Carlos P. Romulos, Louis Johnson,
any group, whether men or women, and Senator Bricker, speak on the
can sign up for the trip whether or theme of the congress, "New
not they have gone previously. ♦Dur- Strength for America". Driscoll said
ing an open weekend the group that the hit of the convention was
leader should check with Joan Sear the student forum, where the students asked questions of six "wonor Allan Glass on chaperones.
der boys" and also discussed among
Cost of transportation per car for themselves the topic of big business.
the canoe trip is $2.40 round trip.
In concluding his address, Driscoll
It is the sincere wish of everyone said the three major values of the
that for each canoe there be a good congress were: first, the interest that
these businessmen took in student
stern paddler.
opinion; second, the high-type individual that is our business leader;
and third, the concern which the
businessmen expressed for the freedom of the individual versus increas(Continued from page two)
balance of power — we're snort on ing governmental control.
manpower this year.
Girls' Basketball
Sandy Buker is back with us af-

Driscoll Gives
NAM Congress
Impressions

Sampsonville News

ter a stay with her grandparents.
She has deserted Tootsie and Cheryl
in favor of the "bigger kids" and
their sleds. TTiere ought to he lots
of action when the sandbox thaws
out this pring becar.se
besides
Sandy, Derry, Linda, and Mi_h-*i
will probably join the gang.
Lee Mills gave Aud-ey a driving
lesson last week Audrey said she
did well, but BiP," said. "Gee, we
had fun. We almost ran into a bus."
Seems to be discrepancy somewhere.
That's all for this week. We're all
waiting for the stork to stop making
"lazy circles in the sky".

(Continued from page three;
Then came Feb. 24 and the final
game of the tournament. Again led
by Jo Holmes, Koran Reese and
Nancy Coleman the bonny lasses
denied their opponents, Cheney
House, and tripped lightly from
Rand with a 24-19 score and the
Tourney Championship.
A word of the vital, but unsung
heroes, the defensive players. They
cannot score but their valiant work
prevented the opponents from doing
so. These guardians are Connie
Moulton, Nancy Larcom, Betty
Dadigian, Alice Huntington, and
Jane Seaman.

American students who want to
travel this summer have the opportunity of going on a wide variety
of low-cost hosteling trips in the
U. S. and abroad, it has been announced by Ben. W. Miller, executive director of American Youth
Hostels.
In addition to 27 trips planned by
the
National
Headquarters
for
groups of various sizes, said Dr.
Miller, hundreds of other trips are
planned by AYH Local Councils
throughout the U. S., many of
which will cost as little as $1.25 a
day.
Hosteling — • inexpensive hiking
or cycling along established routes
with overnight stays in hostels
maintained by Local Councils of interested citizens — has long been a
popular mode of travel for young
people abroad, and is attracting
many followers in this country.
Trips sponsored by the AYH National Headquarters will range hi
length from five to ten weeks and
will start in late June and early
July. On these trips, hostelers will
travel in small mixed groups with
trained leaders. Estimated costs
range from $115 for some trips in
the United States to $780 for trips
to North Sea and Mediterranean
areas. In all cases costs cover the
entire trip from starting to finishing
points For overseas trips this means
embarkation and debarkation points.
Hostel accommodations are located in barns and farm buildings, in
cabins and private homes, and are
supervised by resident houseparents.
Each hostel provides separate sleeping quarters and washrooms for
young men and women, a common
kitchen where hostelers may cook
their meals and, ip most cases, recreational facilities.
Details of itineraries and costs of
trips are available on inquiry at
AYH
National Headquarters. 6
East 39th Street. New York 16,
N. Y.

Of Stu-G, Stu-C
Nancy Norton-Taylor. Martha
Rayder. Elsa Buschner, and Alice
Huntington were elected to the
Student Government Nominating
Committee, President Rae Walcott
announced at last Wednesday evening's Stu-G board meeting. With
Rae serving as chairman, this committee will draw up the slate of candidates for Stu-G officers to be
elected at all college elections, and
select next year's proctors.
The National Student Association Committee voted to retain
Bates membership in the organization. The benefits students derive
from purchase cards and the international tours influenced the decision.
Rae presented the proposals for
the expanded Bates Conference
Committee, to be called the Liaison
Committee, drawn up with Student
Council President William Pernam.
The hoard will vote on the proposals
this evening.
Plans for Sunday's coed dining
and coed coffee were discussed.
The old board-new board banquet
will be held at the Women's Union
April 20.

Judson Fellowship
Judson Fellow:>hip conducted a
joint worship service with the high
school group of United Baptist
Church Sunday evening.
"What does the Lord require of
me?" formed the basis of the service. The students afterward joined
the congregation in a bullet supper
and a panel discussion on "Stewardship."
The group will not meet as such
for the next four weeks; they will
attend the University of Life.
For That . . .

STUDENT Panel
(Continued from page one)
hould in many cases lead campus
opinion, Diane presented the opinion
that the editorial columns should
crystalize campus opinion, bringing
together all sides of an argument.
Diane. Dill, and President Phillips
all said editorials should be grounded on facts.
Mr. Sampson spoke from the audience on another function of the
STUDENT, that of a record-keeper.

Letter to Editor

Glazier To Speak at
Bates Career Lunch

**,J

Telephone 4-5241

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

CLEANSERS A FURRIERS
COLLEGE SERVICE

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

EVENING SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Store
Three minutes from Campus

Dr. Zerby Reviews Qjh
For Leader Orientati0J

(Continued from page two)
their own? The more controversystirred up the'better. It will at least
. -Plr
7»rK., spoke
.....
Dr. Zerby
Bates Devotional Fellowship tac- provide a chance for people to think
O" the -ft.
about,
to
defend
and
enlarge
their
kled the problem of service versus
of the Bates Christian A$
religious convictions.
yesterday afternoon i„ l^***
studying Friday evening.
Ray Sennett.
first of a series of
As the students noted the many
Mis,
N.
Myra
Glazier,
president
and
lectures being
ponsQr..
'*•-;si
fhings thai need doing in the world
'8 Sspons
i
of
the
J
Warren
Sheppard
EnvelCA Cabinet.
Special efforta have been made
today, they asked themselves if they
ope Company of Worcester, Mass.,
this year, as in past years, to
could justify their preoccupation
During a period oi
will be the guest speaker Friday at
include both Jewish and Cath•" »*k
with books. Most of the students
28-April
25, a serit Sof
I
another
in
the
series
of
career
olic, as well as Protestant lead!ec!llres.
seemed to feel that college was an
luncheons at Bates College. These ing given for the
ers in Religious Emphasis Week
PUr
opportunity for preparation of which
luncheons arc part of the Bates ducing future leader- •P°*ofiJ
activities. This year there are
they should make the most. They
the
Plan to acquaint senior students
two rabbis on the program, not
« :!
the CA. A group of
found, also, that there are many opS,ud
with vocational fields and career
one, as stated in thia letter. Four
"its ,j
portunities for service even in the
senting all classes have bt
Catholic priests were invited,
opportunities.
narrow sphere of college life.
ed to participate ir
and all declined because of Lent.
'" this
President Phillips will preside at
"'ogrj.
In connection with this topic they
The Protestants on the prothe informal luncheon at Rand
Other meetings will jin
discussed the question of how "Livgram, as in past years, represent
Hall when members of the Depart- y CA president, GU,
lennjr
ing unto this day" affected the furadically varying doctrinal
ment of Economics, economic ma- on O-At-Ka, a summa
ture and other people.
views.
jors, and students particularly inter- of the various
commissio, I
ested in business and advertising leaders, a talk on "How
These efforts toward an allwill hear Miss Glazier. A member Discussions" by Dr. p' ,
inclusive program have not been
a
Journals Club
of the Sheppard Envelope Compa- discussion on "Hou
made in order to stress doctri;o , J'
ny since its founding in 920. Miss
nal differences, however, but raDevotional Service" C^
(Continued from page tws)
Glazier has been president, treasur- fonso. The first r<;„ /
ther to draw the whole campus
)r oi '
ard Cotton. Cotton pointed out that
er, and general manager since 1944. ture" study group j||
into a cooperative effort toward
w
be .'
the kiwi's skin was once used for
the deepening of personal faith,
Margaret Moulton .„ ^r"?'
At
the
present
time
the
Worcesmaking shoes and other similar arregardless of surface differences.
ter firm produces over two million ing.
ticles. At the present time, there is
The
questions
which
Sennett
envelopes a day, which is double
a rigid law that guards the birds
The CA Cabinet «
raises about the CA in general
the former production at no increase
against unnecessary reduction in
these
meetmgs are open IOjll.'
merely scratch the surface of
in equipment. It is one of the finest
population.
ested
students
who care to at,"
problems of which CA leaders
piants of its kind in New England
Various facts about the bird's
are well aware. As pointed out
and is also noted for its interior
The Eastern X,,, En^
anatomy and physiology were prein an editorial last November, a
decorating schemes as in the Mexi- terence ot the Student ChriJ
sented.
study committee on the nature
can and Chinese rooms.
Movement will take place M..SI,
12
Harry Houston, secretary, introand aims of the CA was estabat Rolling Ridge, North/„J
lished last spring. This commitduced the speakers.
Mas-. "What Can I Believe 3
ideas and questions about the
tee, including representatives
Jesus" .s the theme of the CM
The purpose of the Journals Club
CA drop in at a cabinet meeting
from all denominations and
ence. Expenses total $10, and
is to give biology students an opany
Wednesday
evening
in
Dr.
faiths, has been face to face with
istration should be in by Marc
portunity to become familiar wfth
Painter's home. We think they
the problems of the CA and the
recent publications in the field of
will find this group more open
campus all year. Its chairman,
Jean Fairfax. representative
biology.
to new ideas and constructive
Peg Moulton, will welcome any
the Amencan Friends Society
changes than many another
At the initial meeting on Feb. 17,
tended the CA Cabinet meeting
constructive suggestions which
campus organization.
Dr. Sawyer presented a review on
Wednesday evening at Dr. PajM
Sennett or others have to offer.
an article dealing with radiation
The Editor.
home.
We suggest that students with
effects on genetic material.

Agent
Opp. Post Office

Tel. 2-6645

54 ASH STREET

95 ELM ST.

DOROTHY FRYER
Hacker House
CALL & DELIVERY SERVICE
Phone 4-7326

^arnstone-Qsgood Qo.
Jewelers and Silversmiths
WATCH REPAIRING
50 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Maint

7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
WHEN YOU WANT TO THROW

Phone 2-5612

A REAL BIRTHDAY PARTY . . .

The Colonial Lunch
(Just over on Main St.)

COME TO

ERNIE'S MARKET
•COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
CtoaMt Spot to Campaa

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

Phone 2-6928 to Pl*ca Ordara

Tel. 2-7351

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.

79 Lisbon St.

Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

Lewiston

Norris-Hayden Laundry

PLAZA GRILL

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

AT THE SIGN OF

Efficient Work and

THE LOBSTER

EAT AT

By Wire

Cash or Charge Basis

FINE FOOD

Agent*
Lewiston

177 Main St.

^FLOWERS

FRANGEDAKIS'

Reasonable Rate*

for

Hugh Penny

George Dianard

MODERN

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

RESTAURANT

195 Lisbon St.
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For carefree slimming comfort 111Q n ry<;

Perma-lift

WARDS
WAF3.D

WARD BROS

Panties and Bras
Of Course You May Use Your Bates Charge Account
'"""

"""""

y:m

'^^

1

Look for
the Magic Inset

COOPER'S
CAMPUS AVE.

LEWISTON - MAINE
We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

fyLfytifa&t.

WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE

The famous insets at the base of the bra cups in each
"Perma-lift" Bra gently support your busi from below
—never lose that support through countless washings
and wear.
"Perma-lift" Panties and Bras—America's-Favorites—
are available in our Corset Department now. Buy yours
today. Price $

y

parfums ltd.

Your lipstick won't eat off..'.
won't drink off... won't
kiss off... just top it with
clear, liquid Nu-Lips and
it's "set" for hours I A ^a.oz.
super-size bottle, $1 00
* plus tax

NEAR SABATTUS ST.

Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have
Come In And Try Some

